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� Each subject is represented by a map of local abnormalities.

� Constraining the manifold to pass by a physiologically meaningful origin representing normality.

� 2 distances = mapping to the manifold and a distance to normality along the manifold structure.

� Better characterization of CRT responders = comparison of a new candidate to specific patterns of mechanical dyssynchrony that 

condition CRT outcome.

CONTRIBUTIONS

� Specific groups of mechanical dyssynchrony to improve patient selection for Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) [1].  Each group = one 

pathological pattern of myocardial motion and deformation with different grades of abnormality with respect to a healthy cardiac function.

� Need for reproducible patient comparison = statistical atlas of motion [2]

� Limits of linear approaches (PCA, LDA, multivariate statistics) = need to take into account the local topology of the dataset.

� Limits of non-linear techniques (Kernel-PCA, PGA) = comparison to the centroid of the reference population VS whole population

� Adapting the “pre-image problem” from manifold learning techniques [3] [4] [5]
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METHODS

� INPUT = 2D motion abnormality maps

� Manifold learning problem

• Training = one specific population (septal flash)

• Tested subjets = new CRT candidates, volunteers

� How to include origin for normality?

Objective = each pathology is modelled as a deviation from normality

along manifold structure

Exact / inexact / constrained interpolation problems

� Learning set = 50 CRT candidates with SF + 1 “true normal”

� Tested set = 31 CRT without SF + 7 CRT with SF + 21 healthy volunteers
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